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This forum stream is moderated by The Administrator 10-06-20 14:06 #7357 Originally published by Rookie12 View the original post recently booked a 2 night stay at the Premier Inn jadaf for 130 per night via the booking app. Took the girl through the main entrance, expected them to ask her EID, but surprisingly we just passed the check-in straight to the elevator and no one even looked up. The next day
parked in the basement and went straight to the room all, although the elevators require a key card to work, no calls from check-in. This hotel is quite green as far as a few guests are concerned. Cheers! Damn it. I tried to call and check. Said I check with my GF and they said only married couples allow. I think I'll choose this hotel next time. 10-05-20 11:32 #7356 Originally published by Phuket90 View
original post Thank You Man. Good choice because many Sheikh zayed hotels are overpriced on New Year's Eve. Have you heard anything about the Form Hotel? Almost all NYE hotels are overpriced in Dubai, but as for the hotel's form, they have no information. Although there is an Arab Park hotel in the same area I was in last year. Stayed there for a week, most days you could just go in with a girl but
on 2 occasions they asked for ID. 10-04-20 17:35 #7355 Originally published by Rookie12 (View The Original Post) Recently booked a 2 night stay at the Premier Inn jadaf for 130 nights via the booking app. Took the girl through the main entrance, expected them to ask her EID, but surprisingly we just passed the check-in straight to the elevator and no one even looked up. The next day parked in the
basement and went straight to the room all, although the elevators require a key card to work, no calls from check-in. This hotel is quite green as far as a few guests are concerned. Cheers! Thanks man. Good choice because many Sheikh zayed hotels are overpriced on New Year's Eve. Have you heard anything about the Form Hotel? 10-01-20 14:47 #7354 I was at DHC in January. I can confirm the
experience of DiegoTristan. Originally published as FakeIt View original post It's a bit concerning. HDC was famously Green. In fact it was the kind of place where your guests could come, check in, and once checked by the receptionist to your room, they would be sent for you. I was even told once (and confirmed) that if I had status with Hilton and stayed in one of the Premium rooms, they would allow two
guests at the same time. A few guests, self-registered, no questions asked. It would be great if someone confirmed what this gentleman reported. 10-01-20 13:13 #7353 I was at HDC in January. I had the same experience as Diego Tristan. 10-01-20 13:08 #7352 It would also be great if someone could confirm that my recent experience is still the same now in HDC. FakeIt, for context I was going to Dubai
on and off weekends) for the best part of 3 years and have a fairly good understanding of the club scene in the north of the city. City. fits me as I often take early morning flights, so the airport is close (after a night of action) and also doesn't like long taxi rides back home with WGs. I created Diamond status with Hilton and most of the front desk staff at the hotel know me by name and so historically I have
had the same experience as you describe. Walk in the park when it comes to taking WGs up. Having 2 guests in one night (separately, not together FYI) was something I did from time to time without problems. On my last 2 trips (preliminarily covid) - when one of the Egyptian guys at the front desk called me several times to stay that I couldn't have another guest as there was already a guest in my room
who had been added the previous night. After a gentle argument, he removed yesterday's guest and added today's guest. It happened twice and then covid hit and I haven't come back since. I hope someone confirmed that they are back to normal! Originally published as FakeIt View original post It's a bit concerning. HDC was famously Green. In fact it was the kind of place where your guests could come,
check in, and once checked by the receptionist to your room, they would be sent for you. I was even told once (and confirmed) that if I had status with Hilton and stayed in one of the Premium rooms, they would allow two guests at the same time. A few guests, self-registered, no questions asked. It would be great if someone confirmed what this gentleman reported. 10-01-20 12:30 #7351 recently booked a
2-minute stay at the Premier Inn jadaf for 130 per night via the booking app. Took the girl through the main entrance, expected them to ask her EID, but surprisingly we just passed the check-in straight to the elevator and no one even looked up. The next day parked in the basement and went straight to the room all, although the elevators require a key card to work, no calls from check-in. This hotel is quite
green as far as a few guests are concerned. Cheers! 10-01-20 04:46 #7350 It's a bit of a concern. HDC was famously Green. In fact it was the kind of place where your guests could come, check in, and once checked by the receptionist to your room, they would be sent for you. I was even told once (and confirmed) that if I had status with Hilton and stayed in one of the Premium rooms, they would allow two
guests at the same time. A few guests, self-registered, no questions asked. It would be great if someone confirmed what this gentleman reported. Originally posted by DiegoTristan View original post Hello Team, I'll be back in Dubai, I hope very soon. Can anyone kindly recommend a green hotel that has a private Jacuzzi/pool that is not super expensive? I more or less always stay in Dubai Creek (they have
some private Jacuzzi rooms that suit 2 people comfortably) - But last time I stayed at the HDC, they said there was only one guest per stay! Is there a still so? I prefer to turn my guests (one per night max, usually). Someone recommended five hotels but they seem a bit far south. I prefer clubs in the north near Deira. 10-01-20 03:57 #7349 Originally published by DiegoTristan View original post Hi Team, I'll
be back in Dubai, I hope very soon. Can anyone kindly recommend a green hotel that has a private Jacuzzi/pool that is not super expensive? I more or less always stay at the Hilton Dubai Creek (they have some private Jacuzzi rooms that suit 2 people comfortably) - But last time I stayed at the HDC they said there was only one guest per stay! Is that still the case? I prefer to turn my guests (one per night
max, usually). Someone recommended five hotels but they seem a bit far south. I prefer clubs in the north near Deira. There are a few that I used so the best you PM for Diego's information is as easy and I need to check my notes. Looking forward to the PM. 09-30-20 14:12 #7348 Hi team, I will be back in Dubai I hope very soon. Can anyone kindly recommend a green hotel that has a private Jacuzzi/pool
that is not super expensive? I more or less always stay at the Hilton Dubai Creek (they have some private Jacuzzi rooms that suit 2 people comfortably) - But last time I stayed at the HDC they said there was only one guest per stay! Is that still the case? I prefer to turn my guests (one per night max, usually). Someone recommended five hotels but they seem a bit far south. I prefer clubs in the north near
Deira. 09-30-20 13:42 #7347 Originally published by Makaveli87 View Original Post Stayed at Radisson Blu on creek for nine days, it's green without a problem, the girl should just show ID at the front desk. I like this hotel and its location but prefer the Hilton across the street. 09-30-20 13:40 #7346 Originally published by PhrozenFlame (View Original Post) Hotel, which simply has numerical value and is
one of two hotels in Dubai that comes with a private pool and room. Just call them for clarification. I hope that helps. Found. The only problem is that it seems a bit far south of the Deira/Burjumaan clubs, which is where I prefer frequent. 09-30-20 13:35 #7345 originally published by ToolShedd (View the original post) Post Host Report on Rotan: Very Green. I brought 5 women to my room after 5 nights, the
same front desk staff were there every night and didn't bat eye to my entertainment choices. First I had to come to the lobby and escort my escort to my room. By 5th night they just sent the lady on the elevator after calling me for permission. The only problem I had was the first lady's EID expired. The front desk called me when we got to and said she had to leave. Should have pushed it and got a quick BJ,
but I sent it down like a good boy should. The room was spacious and clean, the prices are low (off-season, I believe). Connecting to Burjuman Mall gives you a lot of fast food restaurants and restaurants. A good location near the station, it would be easy to take the train and pop out to one station far away in York and Regal Plaza. The location of Burjuman seemed to be pretty much in the middle of the
action for the city. There is free parking for the hotel about 100 meters away if you have a car. There are many taxis available at the end of the mall closest to the hotel. Breakfast was good but the choice was limited. I recommend it as a rousing friendly object. However, I wasn't trying to take 2 to 5 girls at the same time. Also, my ladies were covered modestly, not dressed like obvious pies. I think someone
needs to do more research here. Ha ha. The Shedd tool. It's a nice hotel. Stayed in their suites before. But really I love taking girls to the Jacuzzi, which this hotel does not offer. 09-30-20 13:13 #7344 An after a host report on Rotan: Very Green. I brought 5 women to my room after 5 nights, the same front desk staff were there every night and didn't bat eye to my entertainment choices. First I had to come
to the lobby and escort my escort to my room. By 5th night they just sent the lady on the elevator after calling me for permission. The only problem I had was the first lady's EID expired. The front desk called me when we got to the room and said she had to leave. Should have pushed it and got a quick BJ, but I sent it down like a good boy should. The room was spacious and clean, the prices are low (off-
season, I believe). Connecting to Burjuman Mall gives you a lot of fast food restaurants and restaurants. A good location near the metro station, it would be easy to take the train and pop out to one station far away in York and Regal Plaza. The location of Burjuman seemed to be pretty much in the middle of the action for the city. There is free parking for the hotel about 100 meters away if you have a car.
There are many taxis available at the end of the mall closest to the hotel. Breakfast was good but the choice was limited. I recommend it as a rousing friendly object. However, I wasn't trying to take 2 to 5 girls at the same time. Also, my ladies were covered modestly, not dressed like obvious pies. I think someone needs to do more research here. Ha ha. The Shedd tool. 09-28-20 12:50 #7343 Originally
published by ToolShedd View the original post after the Regent Palace dump last night, is good. It's hard to believe they both rated 4 stars. Someone who has rated RP 4 stars should either have very low standards or got some payola to do so. For me it was barely 2 stars. And I'm not very picky when it comes to hotels. The Shedd tool. It seems that the rating system is essentially technical based on the
availability of certain equipment and amenities such as: parking, concierge, fitness center, private bathroom hair dryer, table, TV or even if room service is available, etc. it's clean or how comfortable the bedding is or even if the TV is recent or if the food served by room service is good and fresh. So you better check check Reviews. Stay safe. Safe. sex and the city hotel dubai. york international hotel dubai
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